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Public Safety steps up its traffic enforcement

What’s Inside

In response to reckless driving, 164 citations were given in two-week span

NEWS

BY JACOB TURNROSE
NEWS EDITOR

EDITORIAL: TRAVEL JAN TERM
Students and Professors
comment on life changing Jan
term expierences. PAGE 2

In an email sent on Feb. 8, Adan Tejada
wrote to all students, faculty, and staff,
stating: “We have received many complaints about speeding on campus, device
use while driving, and flagrant stop sign
violations. I have personally witnessed
many flagrant stop sign violations directly outside of the Public Safety office.”
In an interview with The Collegian,
Tejada, the Chief of Public Safety, elaborated on his experience observing traffic
violations. He put a camera on the stop
sign directly outside the Public Safety
office for several days and viewed footage of an exceptional amount of drivers
rolling through the sign. “I encourage
[anyone] to stand near a stop sign and see
what I’m talking about,” he said.
On another occasion, Tejada stood at
the entrance of the back parking lot near
the Joseph L. Alioto Recreation Center
in plain clothes to observe traffic. There,
he witnessed a vehicle speeding down De
La Salle Drive from the Agenos, turning
sharply left across double lines into the
parking lot, and nearly colliding into
another vehicle driving up the road.
Many vehicles do not yield to oncoming
traffic, he said.
Public Safety has received multiple
complaints of a similar nature.
He’s also witnessed several vehicles
nearly run over pedestrians attempting
to walk on a crosswalk. “I’m really thankful [a driver] hasn’t hit a pedestrian yet,”
he said.
In responding to Tejada’s own observations and the complaints from various
members of the Saint Mary’s community,
Public Safety has “stepped up [traffic
violation] enforcement,” Tejada wrote in
the same Feb. 8 email. “As Public Safety
does not conduct traffic stops, [the ci-

“BEN SHAPIRO” RESERVED PARKING
SPACE SPARKS CONFUSION
Space turned out to be in reference
to a visiting financial analyst and
not the political pundit. PAGE 3
CULTURE
TRAFFIC CITATIONS have increased in the past two weeks. A citation for rolling a stop sign costs $80. (Gabby Vanacore/COLLEGIAN)

tation notices] are sent directly to the
registered community member for the
offending vehicle,” he wrote.
This is a brand new method. Upon seeing a traffic violation, Public Safety officers will write down a vehicle’s licence
plate number, the date, and the time of
the violation. Then they will simply mail

“I’m really thankful
that [a driver] hasn’t
hit a pedestrian yet.”
the owner of the vehicle a citation notice.
Even if the owner isn’t driving at the
time the citation is given, they will still
be the recipient of the citation. “You are
responsible for your vehicle,” Tejada
explained.
All vehicle code citations, including
speeding, running a stop sign, driving

through a crosswalk while a pedestrian
is crossing, and using a hand held device,
cost $80.
This is different from past policies of
enforcing traffic conduct. Prior to 2012,
officers would simply pull over vehicles
that violated traffic rules and give the
driver a citation. However, there was
a question over whether Public Safety,
which isn’t a police force, had the legal
authority to do so.
After Tejada came onto Public Safety,
the practice was stopped. “I couldn’t
find anything in the law that allowed
us to [conduct] traffic stops,” he said.
After Tejada realized they did not have
the jurisdiction to conduct traffic stops,
Public Safety began to follow cars and
give citations after they parked.
This was deemed ineffective given
the likelihood that a vehicle in violation
might not be parking, but rather driving
see Parking Enforcement, page 3

BLACK PANTHER FILM
New Marvel release rocks
the box office and starts a
meaningful dialouge. PAGE 4

JANELLE MONAE
Popular R&B artist teases new album,
“Dirty Computer,” incorporating
funk and neo-soul elements. PAGE 5
OPINION

Visiting professor discusses sanctuary campus logic
BY JOSEPH FOARD
NEWS REPORTER
On the evening of Tuesday, Feb. 20,
Karma Chavez gave a lecture titled
“Unpacking the Logics of Sanctuary
and Imagining a Fugitive Future for Immigrant Justice.” Chavez is an associate
professor of Communication at the University of Texas at Austin.
Her lecture was held in conjunction
with Aaron Sachowitz, the chair of the
Saint Mary’s Department of Communication.
“Karma Chavez’s [lecture] is the second of a series of four talks,” Sachowitz
told The Collegian. “The theme [of the
series] that we came up with is ‘Undocumented, Illegal, Refugee: The Rhetorics
of Immigration and the Border.’”
“I’ve done immigration work for a
long time,” Chavez said in an interview,
“probably close to fifteen years, both as
a scholar and as an advocate or activist. When this sanctuary stuff started
to happen around Trump’s election, I
wanted to take some time to actually
interrogate what the word ‘sanctuary’
meant and how we might think more
deeply about it.”
Indeed, the idea of sanctuary and how
it is interpreted in United States politics
was central to Chavez’s presentation.
“There have been a number of cities

who declared or redeclared themselves
as ‘sanctuary cities’ upon Trump’s election,” Chavez said in her lecture, “and
there have been over 400 universities
who signed on, including your own, onto
various statements supporting undocumented students.

“On campuses like
this one, when they
talk about offering
sanctuary, they want
to protect privacy, and
they want to ... control
police conduct. And I
think those are good
things...but students
are still vulnerable.”
But one thing to note about these declarations of sanctuary is how ambiguous
they are…because the term sanctuary
actually has no legal definition.”
In addition to examining the definition of the term “sanctuary” as it is used
today, Chavez examined how it affects
communities within sanctuary cities.
“Some cities have ordinances that don’t

allow police officers to cooperate with
immigration officials,” she mentioned,
“[and] others [that don’t] allow federal
authorities to take any arrested person
from a jail. Or some might say that you
can’t ask for immigration credentials
at a traffic stop, a whole range of things
that’s not consistent, and often these
policies grow lenient even when they
first started. Even if a place has declared
itself a sanctuary, there’s also widespread
cooperation between federal immigration officials and local law enforcement.”
“We’re having…speakers come and talk
about, from various angles, this idea of,
‘what does it mean when we talk about
immigration?’ and the different ways we
talk about it,” said Sachowitz.
“On campuses like this one, when they
talk about offering sanctuary, they want
to protect privacy, and they want to…
control police conduct,” Chavez said.
“And I think those are good things, but…
students are still vulnerable, even with
what we’ve seen [in even] the strongest
sanctuary policies.”
The following two on-campus presentations on the subject of immigration
will be held on March 5 and April 6.
The event in March is titled “How
Media Portrayals of Immigrants Shape
Users’ Attitudes and Beliefs.” The one in
April is titled “Tear Down That Wall: The
Great Immigration Debate.”

HOPING FOR A CLEAN DREAM ACT
Now that the future of DREAMers is
uncertain, activists fight for a clean
path to citizenship without walls,
agents, and detention camps. PAGE 6
SPORTS
NO. 22 MEN’S BASKETBALL FINISH
REGULAR SEASON 27-4 OVERALL
With a win over Pepperdine and
Santa Clara, the Gaels finished
the regular season in the second
spot in the WCC. PAGE 7

UNITED STATES CLOSES WINTER
OLYMPICS WITH 23 MEDALS
The United States was
victorious in many of the 2018
Winter Olympic events.
PAGE 8
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Campus art museum features “Darker Shades of Red”
BY ADRIANA AVILA
NEWS REPORTER
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

With the start of the spring
semester, there comes a new art
exhibit for Saint Mary’s College
Museum of Art. “Darker Shades
of Red: Soviet Propaganda Posters from the Cold War Era” is a
collection of 55 historical propaganda posters that date between
1945 and 1991.
The museum debuted the exhibit Feb. 7, and it will run until
May 20, 2018. With features in
the San Francisco Chronicle and
Lamorinda Weekly, it is no secret
that this show will draw in many
art enthusiasts.
The posters are packed with
historical significance, giving
viewers an insight to how people
dealt with the political ideology
of the Soviet Union. These art
pieces were collected by Florida
art conservator Gary Hollingsworth. He stumbled upon them
in flea markets while he was
in Russia, originally seeking to
preserve Russian Orthodox religious paintings.
Collecting these posters was
a way he could preserve another
part of Russia’s history: communism.
During the Cold War, posters

were used in the Soviet Union
to enforce economic, social, and
political ideology.
The show is organized thematically rather than chronologically. John Schneider, the
Museum Administrator, said
that the museum made the decision after studying the content,
measuring the wall space, and
discovering similarities between
the posters.
“Peace, Friendship, Solidarity

“The imagery and ideas
communicated with
this exhibition have
significant relevance
to social and politcal
issues we are dealing
with today.[The
exhibit helps] make
people aware of how
propaganda images
influence our lives...”
- No to Fascism” is a piece that
stands out among the others. The
subject is a strong woman with
her arm placed before her and
her hand in a fist. The message is

supposed to represent “Mother
Russia” and the way the Soviet
Union viewed its women. “In my
opinion, it’s the biggest piece in
the show. It has everything going for it,” said Patrick Maisano,
the museum’s Exhibitions Manager. Double lights shine on this
poster to illuminate the many
aspects that make it so iconic.
Some other noteworthy things
to check out include satirical
images of social problems illustrated by a group called the
Fighting Pencils, a selection of
political cartoons, and a portrait
of Stalin painted on silk.
People of all majors and backgrounds can enjoy the artwork
in this show. The director of the
Museum of Art, Lauren MacDonald, commented, “The imagery
and ideas communicated with
this exhibition have significant
relevance to social and political
issues we are dealing with today.
[The exhibit helps] make people
aware of how propaganda images
influence our lives, shaping and
directing mass consciousness.”
Many professors bring their
students into the museum to analyze and reflect on the images.
When looking at the posters,
an art history student might
study the various art forms and

techniques, whereas a sociology
student might contemplate the
social effects that the artwork
may have on different groups
of people.
On Feb. 28, March 21, and
May 1 at 1 p.m., the Museum will
be holding sessions called Art
Chats. Shelby Chakmakian, an
art history student who works
at the museum, says that the
Art Chats are similar to TED
talks. The speakers will be Saint
Mary’s professors from the Communication and Politics departments. These chats will consist
of a brief lecture followed by a
question and answer portion
from the audience.

The museum debuted
the exhibit Feb. 7,
and it will run until
May 20, 2018.
Schneider and Chakmakian
are currently working on creating an official tour of the museum for students and other
members of the Saint Mary’s
community.
The public tours will take
place on Thursdays from 10 a.m.
to 11 a.m.

Editorial: Travel Jan Term a transformative experience
BY GABBY VANACORE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Whether you had the chance to
cradle koalas in the land Down Under or spent time trekking through
the Amazon rainforest in Peru, traveling during January Term at Saint
Mary’s is never the typical study
abroad experience. Jan Term, where
students can take one class either
on or off campus, is the time when
many choose to venture outside
their major and take a class of real
interest to them. For many students
who choose a travel course, it is a
time of real growth—a time of true
transformation for both students
and professors.
From my brief encounter with
a thick-tailed, poisonous scorpion
to the many nights I was able to
watch the pink, African sunset in
the savanna, my recent Jan Term,
“Wildlife Ecology and Conservation
of South Africa,” is one I am sure I
will never forget.
I chose South Africa because
I wanted to challenge myself. As
an English major, taking a science
course on ecology and conservation
was completely out of my element.
From these four weeks in South
Africa, it’s safe to say I learned more
about the world than I ever could
have from books.
This year, the 2018 travel Jan
Term classes were full of diverse
opportunities for students to experience. The list of destinations
students traveled to this January
included: Ecuador and the Galapagos, Greece, Ireland, Italy, France,
Australia, Mexico, India, and Hawaii.
With Jan Term, there is always a
lot to see and experience, so there
are always challenges. Senior Sarah Wong, who traveled to Peru in
2017 and Italy this last January,
speaks about how homesickness
was her biggest challenge: “Traveling through Jan term really pushed
me out of my comfort zone. As soon

as I started meeting new people and
learning about the culture of the
countries I was in, I started to have
fun.” Wong doesn’t get as homesick
as she used to, and now makes it her
goal to travel as much as she can.
Senior Sabrina Galindo faced a
different kind of challenge while
taking the course “Wildlife Conservation: Australia” this past January.
“[Australia] was so much fun and
so worth the experience, but it definitely went by faster than I expected
it to, and before I knew it I was on a
plane back home,” says Galindo. She
advises future Jan Term travelers to
not take a single moment for granted
by always taking pictures and keeping a journal.
Through whatever challenges
you have while traveling, there
comes learning and appreciation
as a result. As someone who loves
living in the Bay Area, Wong admits
it was important for her to travel
beyond California. “The world is so
much bigger than I realized,” says
Wong. “Through the courses, I was
able to immerse myself into those
cultures and learn new ways to live
a daily life.”
“Be open to new experiences,”
advises Senior Cierra Garcia, who
also traveled to Australia this last
Jan term. “You will make friendships
that will last beyond the class and
memories to last a lifetime.”
For students who travel during
Jan Term, it affects their lives beyond Saint Mary’s. Alumni Melissa
Hines, who started her college career at Cal Poly, transferred to Saint
Mary’s specifically for travel Jan
Term. As a student and then as an
alumni, Hines traveled to New Zealand, Peru, South Africa, Belize, Guatemala, and Costa Rica for Jan Term.
“Traveling has this truly amazing
way of making you find yourself and
trust the universe more,” says Hines.
“We all have doubts and fears of the
unknown, but I say go sign-up for
that class, conquer the world and

never, ever stop exploring.”
Alumni Alison van der Heide,
who traveled to New Zealand, Peru,
and South Africa, had never had the
opportunity to travel outside the
United States before Jan Term. “Going to Peru and experiencing a third
world country and the plight people
go through helps to put things in
perspective. It makes you want to do
more to help those in need when you
get back,” says van der Heide. From
her traveling experiences at Saint
Mary’s, van der Heide’s passion for
travel still exists. She admits, “The
travel bug never goes away.”
While travel during Jan Term is
life changing for the students, the
experience is also transformative
for professors—just in different
ways. Professor Tom Poundstone
and Dr. Margaret Field, both travel
Jan Term experts, explain that Jan
Term is a time where they become
connected to their students outside
of the classroom.
Professor Poundstone, a Theology
and Religious Studies department
professor, taught his 21st Jan Term
course, “Engaging Christian Art: Italy and France,” this past January and
loves being able to share his passions
with students on a month-long trip.
“At the very heart of January Term
is the challenge for students and
faculty alike to pursue subjects that
capture their imagination regardless
of majors, minors, and career goals,”
says Poundstone. “It is great when
students are there because they find
the subject intriguing, not because
they are fulfilling any other aspect
of the core curriculum.”
Dr. Field, who has taught a travel
Jan Term course every year since
2000 but one, says, “[Jan Term]
transformed me in my teaching in
that I get to know my students in a
very different way in January. I’m
with them all the time—night and
day. I get to know them, and I don’t
see them as students—I see them as
people.” Dr. Field now travels with

many of her students who are now
alumni and whom she now considers
close friends.
Newly retired from teaching
Biology at Saint Mary’s, Dr. Field
just completed her last Jan Term
to South Africa. She explains that
teaching travel Jan Term has helped
her travel more academically, even
when she is on vacation with family. “I do my homework before I
travel because I’m always thinking
about teaching,” says Dr. Field. She
explains how she now understands
how important both experimental
and cooperative learning are: “You
are learning things in a different way
when you are actually seeing them,
and I think that gives the ability to
have a more seminar-like discussion
that we don’t get to do in science.”
The biggest transformation Dr.
Field has seen from her students
during Jan term is the way they truly
become travelers. “[The students]
stop thinking of travel as a vacation
and start thinking about travel as a
learning experience. It makes them
travelers and makes them unafraid
to be travelers,” she says.
For me, after an entire month
traveling across the beautiful country of South Africa, it is safe to say I
am not an afraid traveler anymore.
Conquering that fear has been my
greatest transformation. I will never
forget the adrenaline rush when a
male lion was almost within arms
reach as I sat above in an open safari
truck. Nor will I forget the sound of a
hyenas laughing in the distance and
hippos roaring at night.
After being 10 yards away from a
fifty-year-old male elephant bathing himself in a watering hole, the
several bus breakdowns and delayed
flights will soon be long forgotten.
While you can always see these
animals in any zoo across America,
or encounter these exotic Jan term
destinations in books or witness
them on TV, nothing can compare
to being there yourself.
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NEWS
Campus Snapshots: Museum Exhibit Campus

Calendar

Faster. Higher. Strong er.
Climbing the Olympic Ladder
as a Transgender Athlete
Tuesday, Feb. 27 and Thursday,
March 1
5-6:30pm
Intercultural Center
Contact Intercultural Center
x8545

Increasing the Field is the Main Goal.... Solovjev (Courtesy of SMCMOA/The Hollingsworth Collection)

Leninism: Our Banner, V. Ivanov (Courtesy of SMCMOA/The Hollingsworth Collection)

Tarana Burke: Founder of
#MeToo Movement
Tuesday, Feb. 27
7-9pm
Soda Activity Center
Contact Calvin Monroe
ctm7@stmarys-ca.edu
Study Abroad Fair
Wednesday, Feb. 28
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Dryden Hall
Contact Center for International
Programs
x4245

Salute to the First of May, V. Kaidalov (Courtesy of SMCMOA/The Hollingsworth Collection)

Soviet Threat..Shadows of the Cold War, Zelobinsky (Courtesy of SMCMOA/The Hollingsworth Collection)

“Ben Shapiro” parking
space reservation
sparks student concern
BY KATE ARENCHILD
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
On the morning of Tuesday,
Feb. 20, rumors of an on-campus
appearance by Ben Shapiro began
to circulate.
Commuter students noticed
that an empty parking spot bore
a reservation name tag for a “Ben
Shapiro.”
It was not Ben Shapiro, the
conservative political pundit, but
rather a financial analyst with the
same exact name who was to visit
Saint Mary’s to give a presentation.
The presence of Ben Shapiro,
the pundit, in the Bay Area has
caused unrest in the past.
In September 2017, when Shapiro visited the UC Berkeley campus for a lecture, Berkeley police
spent $600,000 on riot prevention
measures. Nine protesters were
arrested.
Throughout the morning of Feb.
20, some students, assuming the
name tag was in reference to the
pundit, began wondering if he was
coming to give a political lecture.
As no vehicle ever ended up

Darker Shades of Red: Art
Chat #1
Wednesday, Feb. 28
1-3 p.m.
SMC Art Museum
Contact SMCMOA
x4379
One-Stop Job Shop
Wednesday, Feb. 28
4-7 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Career and Professional
Development Services
x4600
Explore China!
Wednesday, Feb. 28
6-8 p.m.
Dante Hall, 204
Contact Center for International
Programs
x4245

ever filling the space, some wondered if his visit was cancelled
due to safety concerns. Another
expressed interest in protesting
his appearance.
Such rumors were dissipated
by Adan Tejada, Chief of Public
Safety.
He said that two students actually visited the Public Safety office
to inquire about the presence
of Ben Shapiro on campus. One
of whom mentioned potentially
protesting the event. When Public
Safety investigated the situation,
they found out that the man visiting our campus was, in fact, just a
financial analyst.
“It’s just an unfortunate coincidence of having the same name,”
Tejada said.
According to him, no vehicle
filled the parking reservation
because the name tag was accidentally printed for the wrong date.
Conservative pundit Ben Shapiro did not visit Saint Mary’s on
Tuesday, Feb. 20. Rather, he was
busying himself on Twitter, commenting the need for armed security in the public school system.

Eucharistic Adoration
Wednesday, Feb. 28
8-9 p.m.
Chapel
Contact Laura Hazen
leh4@stmarys-ca.edu.
From Frameworks to Profits:
Examining the Interdependence of Business and Human
Rights
Thursday, March 1
12:30-7:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact
ssubrahm@stmarys-ca.edu
Floral Friday
Friday, March 2, 2018
12:30-2pm
Intercultural Center
Contact Intercultural Center
x8545

Parking Enforcement: Public Safety will now give citations via mail instead of in person
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
off campus.
The new policy allows for
vehicles to be cited in these
instances as well.
The amount of citations has
increased, according to Tejada.
Public Safety has mailed a total
of 164 citations since the new
policy was implemented two

weeks ago.
With the new policy, Tejada
reasserted: “Our goal is not to
write [citations], but to modify
behavior.” An ideal week does
not consist of giving out as many
citations as possible, but in
witnessing no traffic violations,
he said.
Public Safety’s goal is not to
make money either, he said.

Prior to the 2014-15 academic
year, Tejada said that people
would often forget to pay their
citation fines on time. As a result of this, many students had
to pay twice the amount of their
original citation.
In response, Public Safety
decided to start sending out a
courtesy email reminding recipients to pay by their deadline.

“People pay their fines on time
now,” said Tejada. “We’re making less money, but that’s not
the point. Our goal is behavior
modification.”
Tejada said that Public Safety
will explore ways to make public, on a regular basis, the number of traffic violations given
out in an effort to better inform
the Saint Mary’s community.

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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Marvel’s newest box office hit is empowering for Black America
BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR
Warning: This article does contain
major spoilers.
Marvel’s breakout movie “Black
Panther” is currently the number
one film in the world. With $704 million made worldwide, as of the second weekend, “Black Panther” has
not only broken box office records,
but also the assumption that movies
with a majority black cast cannot
be a blockbuster hit. Black Panther
has captivated audiences and empowered not only Black America,
but also people of African descent
worldwide. In Oakland, where the
story actually begins, some movie goers got the full experience from music, dance performances, and food.
Needless to say, “Black Panther” is
not your average movie experience,
especially considering some fans
have shown up in their best Africaninspired outfits.
The popularity of Black Panther
comes as a result of the historic
nature of the movie. Black Panther
is the first mainstream black superhero and the first black superhero to
have their own movie in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe (MCU). Black
Panther first appeared in Marvel
comics in Fantastic Four #52 in
1966 and is inspired by The Black
Panther Party, hence the name Black
Panther. Although there have been

other black superheroes like Wesley
Snipes in the Blade series, Black Panther is the first one to truly captivate
not merely Black America but also
the world. In addition, Wakanda is
the most technologically advanced
country in the MCU as a result of
their precious metal, vibranium
(Marvel fans may remember vibranium is what makes up Captain
America’s shield.)
Black Panther follows T’Challa,
played by Chadwick Boseman, as he
returns home to the MCU fictional
African nation of Wakanda after the
death of his father King T’Chaka.
T’Challa, the newly crowned king
and Black Panther, faces a new
enemy when he is challenged by an
outsider—Erik Stevens, also known
as Killmonger—for the thrown.
Although Killmonger is the villain
of the story, many argue he is the
representation of the Black Liberation Movement. Killmonger also
represents the void, caused by the
Trans-Atlantic slave trade, many
people of African descent, especially
in America, struggle with. Black
Americans especially have identified
with Black Panther and Killmonger
in particular on such a deep level
because of this disconnect between
American culture and the various
African cultures. But what sparks
much conversation is Killmonger’s
most famous line of: “Nah, just bury
me in the ocean with my ancestors
that jumped from the ships. Because

they knew death was better than
bondage.”
Despite Killmonger’s extremely
radical views, he brings up some extremely important ideas. Wakanda
is not involved in affairs of the world
unless they believe it is extremely
necessary. Wakanda disguises itself
as a third-world country, does not
accept aid, and is not involved in
trade. Although it is amazing to see
a completely self-sufficient African
nation, Killmonger believes they
need to share that wealth. Killmonger overthrows the Wakanda
thrown, and as king, his first order is
to send Wakandan weapons to their
wardogs, or spies, in other nations.
From there the wardogs will arm
the various African descendants
throughout the world to overthrow
oppressive governments. One of the
most amazing aspects of Killmonger’s ideology is that he is extremely
sympathetic. Although Killmonger
claims he “learned from his oppressor,” he instead becomes that
oppressor.
T’Challa is the representation
of tradition. Therefore, he deeply
disagrees with Killmonger. While
visiting his father, T’Challa says,
“You [T’Chaka] were wrong…we
should never have turned our backs
on the world.” However, T’Challa is
initially reluctant to change. This
is a perfect representation of the
constant struggle between honoring tradition and moving into the

CHADWICK BOSEMAN AND MICHAEL B. JORDAN battle in the film. (Courtesy of The Nation)

modern world. The battle between
T’Challa and Killmonger can also
show how many black Americans
struggle with honoring their roots,
yet unknown to many, while also
progressing into the future.
In the end, T’Challa defeats Killmonger but decides to bring Wakanda to light. In the end credit scene,
T’Challa visits the United Nations
and explains that Wakanda will open
its borders, but what is most admirable is that T’Challa circles back to
Oakland where it will be the site for
the first Wakanda International Outreach Center. T’Challa, with the help
of his genius sixteen-year-old sister
Shuri and love interest/spy Nakia,
provides movie goers with hope for
a more inclusive Wakanda that continues to honor its traditions.
Wakanda is the example of what
the various African nations could
have been if they were not colo-

nized. The result has left audiences
breathless. After seeing Black Panther for the first time, I was left in
awe. As a 21-year-old black woman,
I have never seen a movie of this
magnitude. Elders in their 60s, 70s,
and even 80s, have said this movie
is what not merely Black America
needed, but what the world needs.
The culture, social, and even psychological impact of Black Panther
cannot be described in a little over
800 words because Black Panther is
what many people, myself included,
not only wanted, but needed. From
the soundtrack produced by Kendrick Lamar, to the directing by Ryan
Coogler, to the acting by Chadwick
Boseman, Michael B. Jordan, Lupita
Nyong’o, Danai Gurira, and Letitia
Wright (just to name a few), Black
Panther is not merely the best movie
of 2018, but should be regarded as
one of the top movies of all-time.
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CULTURE
Janelle Monáe previews “Dirty Computer” album with two singles
BY CARSON KING
STAFF WRITER
This week, musician and actress
Janelle Monáe, who has been
featured in the films “Moonlight”
and “Hidden Figures,” announced
the upcoming release of her third
studio album. “Dirty Computer,”
to be released on April 27, will be
her first solo musical release in five
years, following 2013’s “Electric
Lady.”
Soon after this announcement,
two singles and accompanying
music videos were released. The
first video is for the funky dance
tune “Make Me Feel.” In a colorful
club, both futuristic and undeniably 80s-inspired, Monáe is seen as
both a swaggering performer and a
more timid reveler. The track and
its video draw influence from the
song “Kiss” by Prince, a personal
mentor of Monáe’s.
Monáe, who has skirted questions about her sexuality for years,
shares a bit more about herself in
this video. Each of her two characters is seen dancing flirtatiously
with both a female, romantic interest played by actress Tessa Thompson (Creed, Thor:Ragnarok), and
a male romantic interest. This
song, which has been high on the
YouTube trending list since its release, has been labelled a “bisexual
anthem” by many queer women.
However, in a new interview with
the Guardian, Monáe repeated her
distaste for being labeled, simply
sharing that she considers herself
a “sexually liberated woman.”
With Zane Lowe for Beats 1 Radio,
Monáe said that she felt this song
and concept were long overdue and
expressed her hope that this track
would “capture that fearlessness
and that freedom about embracing
your uniqueness and who you are.”

MONÁE explores her identity as a queer Black woman in her videos “Make Me Feel” and “Django Jane.” (Courtesy of LiPo Ching/ Bay Area News Group)

The difference in tone between
“Make Me Feel” and the album’s
second single, “Django Jane,” is
stark. However, the second song
and its accompanying video are
no less spectacular. “Django Jane”
is a witty rap track celebrating the
achievements of black women
and Monáe herself. She celebrates
her own triumphs in the face of
working class struggle and references films she has contributed to:
“Momma was a G, she was cleanin’
hotels/ Poppa was a driver, I was
workin’ retail/ Kept us in the back
of the store/ We ain’t hidden no
more/ Moonlit…”
She raps these lines while seated
on a throne, wearing one of her
famous suits and a matching kufi
hat, surrounded by female dancers
in leather jackets and sunglasses—
a recognizable homage to the

women of the Black Panther Party.
Monáe also reminds the listener
of the influence and generative
power black women have: “Black
girl magic/y’all can’t stand it,” and
“We gave you life/we gave you
birth/We gave you God/we gave
you Earth.” This tune also hints
at possibilities for Monáe’s future
career on stage or screen while
referencing her previous musical
work: “Prolly give a Tony to the
homies/Prolly get a Emmy dedicated to the/Highly melanated,
ArchAndroid orchestrated.”
Influenced musically by soul
singers, including James Brown
and Stevie Wonder and conceptually by Afrofuturism, Monáe’s
previous musical work paints the
picture of a dystopian Metropolis,
in which androids struggle under
an oppressive regime. Cindi May-

900 Grayson serves up Berkeley charm
BY MAUREEN THAETE
CULTURE EDITOR
Located in West Berkeley,
about a 25 minute drive from
Saint Mary’s, stands 900 Grayson, which looks as charming
and eclectic as its surrounding
neighborhood. Bright colors,
fresh flowers, and homey accoutrements give the restaurant a warm and unpretentious
atmosphere. It lacks the look
of trendy sophistication that
so many restaurants in the Bay
Area have today, but its cozy,
welcoming environment is a
part of what makes it the perfect
spot for casual comfort food.
900 Grayson serves breakfast and lunch daily, as well
as brunch on Saturdays. The
restaurant appears to be a popular spot and an apparent local
favorite. The kitchen reopens
for lunch at 11:30 a.m., and on
the day of my weekday visit,
the place was full and bustling
by 11:40 a.m. A wait should be
expected for lunch or brunch,
but it is absolutely worthwhile.
Lucky enough to arrive right
at reopening, my party was
greeted and immediately seated
at the coveted window table by
a friendly, welcoming waitstaff.
The service throughout our stay
was impressively personable,
prompt, and attentive, despite

the demands of the full crowd.
My table started with an order
of the shoestring onions and
sriracha aioli, paired with house
cocktails and watermelon agua
fresca. From the beginning, we
were thoroughly impressed
and delighted by a fresh array
of colors and flavors that would
persist throughout the whole
dining experience.
At the waiter’s recommendation, I ordered the rotating “TV
Dinner,” which then happened
to be sautéed sole with a horseradish and caper sauce, served
with mashed potatoes, broccolini, and squash. The fish was
cooked perfectly, and the sauce
was a delightfully sharp compliment to the rest of the plate. My
dining companions ordered the
Caesar Salad with prawns and
the “Charlie,” an ahi tuna sandwich with a ginger-carrot slaw
and wasabi aioli. Rave reviews
were heard all around the table
for each respective dish.
While my table was beyond
satisfied with our choices, several of the other menu items
seemed incredibly appealing
and made the decision process a
challenge. The “Demon Lover,”
a chicken and waffle dish that
can be served either sweet or
savory, seems to be a top favorite
at this establishment. It is one of
the only items on the breakfast,

lunch, and brunch menus. It is
probably safe to say, with the
number of other patrons who
ordered this dish, it is highly
recommended.
In the Bay Area, amazing
restaurants are incredibly easy
to come by, but 900 Grayson’s
character and relative affordability make it absolutely worthwhile. Service was perfectly
friendly and surprisingly attentive, considering how packed the
venue was. Also, the whole menu
is reasonably priced, relative to
other brunch-type eateries.
While most of these up-andcoming eateries throughout
San Francisco, Oakland, and
Berkeley are starting to all feel
the same, somehow, 900 Grayson is able to provide a brunch
menu, yet persist with a sense
of originality.
900 Grayson is far out of the
way of the busy excitement and
variety of more popular Berkeley locations on Telegraph Ave.
and College Ave., but it is still
definitely worth a visit. This
restaurant may be the product of
a gentrified neighborhood, but it
maintains a sense of honesty and
personality that distinguishes
it from other West Berkeley
establishments. Overall, 900
Grayson is a reliable choice for
an impressive take on daytime
dining.

weather, Monáe’s android alterego, is the rebel and revolutionary
who serves as a beacon of hope for
citizens of Metropolis and listeners alike. While “Make Me Feel”
and “Django Jane” follow the
path of her previous music with
their soulful influences, themes of
self-celebration, and afro-futurist
aesthetics, it is clear that there is
something a bit more personal

and intense about this upcoming
album.
Monáe’s Fandroids know that
this is not the first time she has
used her musical platform to
speak out. She is a leader of Fem
the Future, an organization that
has given speeches at Women’s
March events with other members
of this group. She has performed
“Hell You Talmbout,” a song valiantly demanding remembrance
of victims of police brutality, and
this year at the Grammy awards
she spoke in support of the Time’s
Up movement against sexual harassment.
Monáe shared that even though
she has previously worked to help
“those who are often left behind
and don’t have a voice” through
film and musical projects, she is
nervous about how “Dirty Computer” will be received. She said
that this is a “very personal, from
the heart….very vulnerable album,”
and she often needed reassurance
from her studio team that this
project was a chance to “choose
honesty over mystery.” In the face
of this anxiety, she is optimistic
about her album and the impact
it may have on listeners: “Those
who are oftentimes uncelebrated
are getting the opportunity to
shine and they have this album as
a soundtrack to do it. That is my
prayer.”
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OPINION
Advocating for a Clean Dream Act: Dreamers are the American Dream
#:'"3)"5%&4"*
$0/53*#65*/(83*5&3
Imagine being raised in one
place your whole life. Your
practice of cultural norms, customs, language, and even slang
originate from one place. Your
kinship and education are all
nurtured in that same place,
including all your memories and
human experiences. You’d love to
experience more, but you’re not
allowed to travel. You’re hostage
to that one country. Still, it is the
best scenario because it is better than the situation you’d find
yourself had your parents not left
their country to come to the land
of opportunity.
The land of opportunity then
serves as your community, your
bread and butter, and your source
of hustle, comfort, pride, and joy.
Now imagine that being torn
from you. You’ve been given six
months. The decision to stay in
the only country you’ve known
is not in your hands. Your livelihood is potentially seized from
you. You are in lingering anxiety
of the unknown. You are in limbo.
This internal suffering is what
800,000 individuals, referred to
as the Dreamers, are experiencing.
On Sept. 5, 2017, President
Trump revoked DACA (Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals),
an immigration policy that was
established by the Obama administration. This act gave children
who entered and remained in
the United States without documentation the ability to receive
a two year renewable permit to
work and safety from deportation. The scare was present since
the beginning of the Trump
presidency, but Sept. 5 marked
the commencement of a living
nightmare: the potential of deportation.
A month ago, I received the
honor to advocate for the Dream

Act in Washington D.C. It was
only a week-long project, but it
changed my life. I witnessed the
DACA youth leaders and allies
coordinate sit-ins, converse with
senators, hold press conferences,
and express themselves through
“ARTivism,” which is painting
banners or making videos, in
examples of profound activism
to ensure the passing of a Clean
Dream Act.
It was a full schedule of action—a reminder of how dire the
situation is. It is easy to get lost
in the world of Twitter news and
an ocean of opinions and feelings
on social media until you experience in real time the emotional
stress, physical exhaustion, and
nonstop activism of a trending
hashtag event.
There were emotional moments as Dreamers shared their
personal stories. During a sit-in,
a few young adults expressed how
difficult their daily survival has
been in the only country they’ve
known and loved. They cherish
their American upbringing, but a
simple lack of papers becomes a
hindrance to many pleasures and
processes that American citizens
take for granted, from traveling
to applying for scholarships. It
was heartbreaking to witness
certain GOP senators choosing
not to come out of their office to
listen to the Dreamers’ woes. It
was apparent that excuses were
made to avoid direct contact
between the senators on the
fence about the issue and the
Dreamers.
It humbled me to my core
to see even a small fraction of
the DACA recipients campaign
relentlessly for their communities since September. They are
thousands of miles away from
their families, going up and down
the Capitol Hill in the unforgiving D.C. cold. To see a persistent,
almost obstinate, amount of
patience and strength in the

activism is empowering. They
continue to advocate until the
policy becomes a law.
The undocumented youth
don’t have control over the situation, but they have a say. Their
combined voices echo loudly. It
exemplifies courage and grace
amidst their suffering, creating
urgency for solidarity in their
cause and ultimately our collective cause: a fight for equal rights.
Dreamers are not a monolith.
They hail from all avenues of the
American life. They carry the embellishments of their vibrant narratives, from Latino to Asian to
African American to European.
They are our friends, neighbors,
classmates, co-workers, or future
spouses. They come from diverse
industries as business owners,
lawyers, doctors, and entrepreneurs. Dreamers create job
and wage growth, enriching the
overall quality of the American
culture. A collective deportation
would mean a loss in billions of
dollars in GDP and no substitute
in the workforce for the aging
American population.
As commendable under the
difficult circumstances the success of Dreamers is, the good
immigrant versus bad immigrant
narrative is irrelevant. An ideal
immigrant prototype does not
exist. If you were born on this
generous, God’s green earth,
you may inhabit and build a life
wherever you deem best. Your
humanity is not defined by capital or by degrading terms, like
“illegal” or “alien.”
The day when 800,000 individuals are detained and deported
en masse due to the demise of
DAC cannot even be fathomed. It
is hard to conceive the chaos, the
helplessness of these children,
now adults, violently separated
from their families, resorting
to desperation of hiding in the
woods or in somebody’s basement, in the fear of being per-
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secuted.
Congress still needs to establish a bipartisan legislative fix,
the Clean Dream Act. This will
allow a clean path to citizenship,
one that does not include a wall,
agents, or detention camps. Each
day, 122 DACA recipients lose
their right to work. And on March
5, DACA as a program will come
to an end, leaving Dreamers vulnerable to deportation. Simply
as humans, it is our obligation to
stand with the Dreamers.
Their dreams of belonging
are intertwined with the American Dream, and the American
Dream does not discriminate.
The beauty of this vision is that

one may be born in what society
thinks of as the lowest stature;
yet regardless of social class, he
or she has equal opportunity to
success and freedom. This is a
call for a moral and urgent leadership. The opposition deems
this unnecessary, but it’s a shame
that in 2018, Americans, who
have built the foundation of their
lives since childhood and call this
place home, still have to leave
their families, jobs, and schooling
to fight for equal rights. Lady Liberty weeps, as it’s the duty of this
country that raised the Dreamers
to finally console their fears and
embrace their wholesome existence with open arms.

Virtue signaling after mass shootings only brings about divisiveness
#:,*"/"-&*:"1
01*/*0/$0-6./*45
After a harrowing event like the
recent mass shooting in Florida,
it seems to be an indication of our
technological age that everyone
goes straight to social media. This
reaction is becoming an empty
exercise, filled with as much hot
air as a politician.
Some believe that politicallyfueled gibes on social media are
inappropriate so soon—as early as
hours after such an event. Others
use the time and platform to bring
awareness to U.S. gun law policy
changes that need to take place.
Although political arguments on
social media after tragedies are
inevitable, they fundamentally
brings about national divisiveness.
These often emotionally-fueled
arguments disregard education
on current gun laws and tout arguments based on virtue signaling
rather than evidence.
According to a Pew Research
Center poll published in September 2017 by Elisa Shearer and
Jeffrey Gottfried, 67 percent of
Americans obtain their daily news
via social media. Of the two-thirds
of Americans that use Facebook,

45 percent of them get their news
on the site, while 18 percent of
Americans follow YouTube for
news, and 11 percent go to Twitter. While users are getting their
news information, they’re simultaneously forming strong opinions
and voicing them on these openly
interactive platforms.
Although we all have a right to
free speech, the immediacy with
which individuals use social media
to place blame on lawmakers while
throwing around the ambiguous
term “gun control” is inappropriate. They fuel an already discordant argument on what the future
state of the Second Amendment
will be.
Our nation needs less of this
kind of political divisiveness, especially if we are to seek pragmatic
and fair policy changes to our
current gun laws in light of mass
shootings—even if no one is certain
as to what those changes will look
like. Tweeting “#GunControl” or
posting a status on the need for
“gun control” means nothing to
the affected families if no concrete
legislation is proposed or passed.
It’s nothing more than creating a
“right” group and “wrong” group
through virtue signaling.

A more useful way to engage
with social media after these types
of tragedies is to educate the
American public on the current
gun laws in place and what exactly
allowed this event to happen.

"NPSFVTFGVMXBZ
UPFOHBHFXJUITPDJBM
NFEJBBGUFSUIFTF
UZQFTPGUSBHFEJFTJTUP
FEVDBUFUIF"NFSJDBO
QVCMJDPOUIFDVSSFOU
HVOMBXTJOQMBDFBOE
XIBUFYBDUMZBMMPXFE
UIJTFWFOUUPIBQQFO
If the 67 percent of Americans
who obtain their daily news from
social media are only following
sites or accounts that cater to their
political views, the information
on current U.S. gun laws and their
contemporary political history will
be biased, too. That won’t serve
the families who are demanding
reform.
It’s inevitable that users will
have impassioned online debates,

but it is only appropriate to have
them when they create meaningful dialogue instead of decrying
policymakers and government
officials.
After mass tragedies, celebrities
are often the first to take to Twitter to boast of their solidarity with
grieving families and blame government officials and gun-owner
organizations for their responsibility in the shootings. Actor Mark
Ruffalo tweeted, “Prayers without
accordant action are silent lies
told to oneself, heard by no God,
amounting to nothing. Action is
the language of truth, the prayers
of the Saints,” in an attempt to call
out all-prayer, no-work politicians.
Actress Patricia Arquette tweeted, “If people can blame drug
dealers for the drug problem then
we can blame the [National Rifle
Association] for the mass shooting
problem.” Conversely, government officials, President Trump,
and Vice President Pence felt the
need to immediately send out
“thoughts and prayers” tweets to
also show the American public that
they aren’t heartless individuals.
Virtue signaling-oriented tweets
like these foster political divisiveness. This divisiveness is the last

thing our nation needs amidst a
tragedy if we are to genuinely and
proactively hash out solutions to
practical gun law reform.
After mass shootings, social
media platforms become places
that further breed division in our
nation. They become places of
blatant disrespect for the grieving
families, where the individuals
engage with social media for the
sake of arguing or blaming. Those
calling for “gun control” on social
media do just that: call for “gun
control.” But, then again, God
forbid anyone politicize a tragedy
so soon.
All individuals—citizens, celebrities, and our President included—who directly interact with
platforms like Twitter and Facebook are left in this odd limbo of
premature or ill-informed politicization of tragedies while wanting
to signal to their followers that
they care by sending “thoughts
and prayers” to grieving families.
More than anything, what most
social media arguments after mass
tragedies breed is more political
division, which is a gross disservice to suffering families who are
desperate for politicians to reform
America’s current gun laws.
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SPORTS
Men’s basketball turns attention towards WCC Tournament Sports

this week

BY DEAN BOERNER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Saint Mary’s used a strong first
half against Pepperdine and suffocating defense against Santa Clara
to down the two WCC foes in the
final week of the regular season.
As the second seed of this week’s
WCC postseason tournament, the
Gaels will enjoy a first-round bye
before playing in the quarterfinals
on Saturday.
Last Thursday, the Gaels overwhelmed Pepperdine, carrying the
momentum from a dominant firsthalf to a 75-61 win over the Waves.
Randy Bennett’s squad jumped out
to an 11-0 lead thanks to a quick
succession of three three-pointers
from Tanner Krebs, Calvin Hermanson, and Jordan Ford.

Saint Mary’s
Pepperdine

75
61

After the 11-0 run to start the
game, the Gaels never really looked
back. Saint Mary’s shot 60 percent
from the three-point line and 50
percent from the field on their way
to a 46-26 lead at the half. Ford in
particular caught fire in the first
half for the Gaels. The sophomore
guard hit four of his five threes in
the first 20 minutes on his way to
a game-high 18 points. Ford also
grabbed 10 rebounds to earn his
first career double-double in the
impressive outing.
“It’s tough to stop him when he’s
shooting like that,” said Bennett
after the game. “Pretty special when
you have a guy like that on the team
and he can really shoot it. He took a
lot of pressure off of the rest of us.”

BASEBALL

Fri. vs Xavier, 2:00 p.m.
Sat. vs Xavier, 1:00 p.m.
Sun. vs Xavier, 1:00 p.m.
The Saint Mary’s baseball team
took two out of three games on
the road from ASU and now look
to win a third consecutive series.
JOCK LANDALE (34) AND CALVIN HERMANSON (24) enjoy their final game in McKeon Pavilion. (Courtesy of smcgaels.com)

Despite the deficit, the Waves
didn’t break in the final 20 minutes. Down by as many as 27 after
a Jordan Ford layup at the 13:37
mark gave the Gaels their biggest
lead, Pepperdine steadily chipped
away, coming within 13 points and
outscoring Saint Mary’s 35-29 in
the second half.
Knox Hellums and Trae Berhow
led the way in scoring for Pepperdine, adding 13 points each for the
last-place Waves.
The Gaels would come about
victory number two last week a bit
differently, holding Santa Clara to
23.5-percent shooting in a 67-40
trouncing of the Broncos on the
Gaels’ Senior Day.
Neither team shot the ball well
in a particularly sluggish first half
on a Saturday afternoon at McKeon
Pavilion. The Gaels slowly accumulated a double-digit advantage over

Santa Clara, who shot just six for
23 (26.1 percent) in the opening 20
minutes and hit only 14 percent of
their threes.

Saint Mary’s
Santa Clara

67
40

In the second half, it was much
of the same. After gaining a 31-19
advantage to end the first half, Saint
Mary’s outscored Santa Clara 36-21
in the second half. The Gaels held
Santa Clara to just 21.4 percent
shooting in the second half (and
23.5 percent for the game).
Jock Landale led the way for
Saint Mary’s, scoring 19 points
and snagging 8 rebounds. Jordan
Ford, Emmett Naar, and Calvin

Hermanson also scored in doublefigures for the Gaels, who secured a
second-place regular season finish
in the WCC.
At 27-4, the Gaels’ record speaks
for itself, but the two midseason
losses—one to Gonzaga and one to
USF—necessitate a strong showing
in the WCC tournament for the
Gaels to secure a spot in the NCAA
Tournament.
“There are a couple things we
could do better, but the biggest thing
is to defend like we did tonight,” said
Landale of how the Gaels need to
move forward. “I think we did a really good job defensively, and that
is something that we have to carry
over into the Vegas tournament.”
The WCC tournament will yet
again be in Las Vegas. The Gaels
first match up will be on March 3.
Coverage for the WCC tournament
will be on ESPN2.

Gaels win second straight road series

JACKSON THORESON gets ready to receive a pitch against opponent Arizona State University. (Courtesy of thesundevils.com)

BY TYLER BINDI
SPORTS EDITOR
The Saint Mary’s baseball team
hit the road again and traveled to
Tempe, Arizona, to take on Pac-12
Conference opponent Arizona
State. Saint Mary’s entered the series with a 2-2 record after winning
a road series at Long Beach State
(2-1) and losing a midweek game at
CSU Bakersfield. The team would
go into a hostile ASU environment
and come out on top with a 2-1
series win.
For the Gaels, it was junior Nick
Frank who led the way on the

mound in his second career start
for the team, going 7.1 innings while
allowing just one run and tagging on
nine strikeouts in a 6-1 Saint Mary’s
victory. Ty Madrigal would relieve
Frank of his duties with one out in
the eighth inning, and proceed to
finish the game with a solid 1.2 innings of work where he allowed no
runs or hits.
At the plate, the Gaels scored early
and often, bringing in all of their six
runs in the first four innings. Eddie
Haus started off the scoring in the
top of the first inning with a sacrifice
fly that would score the Gael’s leadoff hitter Joey Fiske, who began the

game with a double. Jackson Thoreson would close out the scoring for
the day with a two-RBI single in the
top of the fourth inning that would
put the Gaels ahead 6-1 for good.
The second game of the series
was highlighted by junior third
baseman Dylan Robertson. Saint
Mary’s entered the eighth inning
down by two, needing some magic
with one runner on and two outs.
That’s where Robertson stepped
in. He delivered a clutch two-run
homerun that would tie the game
up 5-5. At this point, extra innings
appeared imminent, but the Gaels
weren’t done yet. Joey Fiske led off

the ninth inning with a single and
would make his way to third as Saint
Mary’s loaded the bases with still
no outs. The speedy Fiske would
then scamper home on a wild pitch
to give the Gaels a 6-5 lead. A one
run cushion was all Michael Hobbs
would need, as the freshman was
able to neutralize the Sun Devil’s
comeback attempt in the bottom of
the ninth and walk away with a win,
guaranteeing another Saint Mary’s
series victory.
The Gaels went for the sweep in
game three, but ended up coming
just short in a 2-1 defeat. The team
struggled at the plate, combining
for just one run on five hits. Jackson
Thoreson continued his hot hitting
going 2-4 with a double, and Austin
Chauvin knocked him in with a sixth
inning single to provide the Gaels
their lone run. Saint Mary’s sophomore Ken Waldichuk was sharp
on the mound, going 7.2 innings,
allowing just two runs, and tallying
ten strikeouts.
The team now sets their sights
towards their first home series of
the year, as the Gaels (4-3) will take
on Xavier University (3-4) out of the
Big East Conference. Saint Mary’s
will look to continue their hot start
and go for a third consecutive series
victory to begin the year. Game
times are set for Friday at 2 p.m.
and Saturday and Sunday at 1 p.m.
at Louis Guisto Field in Moraga, CA.

MEN’S TENNIS
Sat. @ UC Santa
Barbara, 12:00 p.m.
Sun. @ Cal Poly, 11:00 a.m.
The men’s tennis team is coming
off a 4-3 home win against Grand
Canyon and look to try to and
do the same on the road.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Thurs. & Fri. @ Las Vegas , TBA
The women’s basketball team
rides a five game win streak into
the WCC Tournament as they
attempt to earn an automatic bid
to the NCAA Tournament and
break out their dancing shoes.
BEACH VOLLEYBALL

Fri. @ Stanford, 12:00 p.m.
Fri. vs Sacramento
State, 3:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. San Francisco, 9:00 a.m.
Sat. vs Santa Clara, 3:00 p.m.
Beach volleyball is coming off
two wins against Pacific and Cal.
MEN’S GOLF
Sat. & Sun. @ Desert Mountain
Intercollegiate, All Day
The golf team had a solid finish in
their last tournament at the John
Burns Intercollegiate in Hawaii.
SOFTBALL
Tues. vs UC Davis, 1:00
p.m. & 3:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sun. vs Stony
Brook, 9:00 a.m.
Fri. & Sun. vs UC
Riverside, 2:00 p.m.
Sat. vs Brown, 9:00 a.m.
The women’s softball team just
finished off a series sweep of
CSU Bakersfield at home.
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Team USA delivered at the 2018 Winter Olympic games

MEMBERS OF THE UNITED STATES WOMEN’S HOCKEY TEAM pose with their gold medals after their victory over Canada. (Courtesy of Los Angeles Times)

BY ELIZABETH MAGNO
CHIEF COPY EDITOR
Team USA did not disappoint
when it came to memorable performances at the PyeongChang
2018 Winter Olympics.

Ch l o e K im, a 1 7-year- old
snowboarder, won gold in her
first-ever Olympics. In the
women’s halfpipe, Kim dominated the field. A 93.75 on Kim’s
first finals run sounds impressive, but she wowed viewers

with a stellar 98.25 on her gold
medal run. The best part about
Kim’s win comes from the fact
that she’s only 17, and she has
room for more gold medals in
the future. It’s easy to imagine
that her future domination in

the women’s halfpipe will be
like Shaun White’s, another
athlete who rules the halfpipe
competition on the men’s side.
After failing to medal at the
Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics,
White’s comeback ended with
a gold medal in PyeongChang.
Of course, it seems natural for
White to win another gold, but
this one was a little different
from his previous golds in men’s
halfpipe. After beating Japan’s
Ayumu Hirano and Australia’s
Scotty James, White became the
first snowboarder to have three
gold medals in the halfpipe competition. His gold also marked
the 100th overall gold medal
for the United States in winter
Olympic competition.
As the United States ruled
the halfpipe, Team USA also
showed their talent on ice. The
gold medals came in the form of
women’s ice hockey and men’s
curling.
The United States women’s
ice hockey team went head-tohead with their number one
rival: Canada. In the group
stages, Canada defeated the
United States 2-1 and beat the
Olympic Athletes of Russia 5-0
in the playoffs. The loss did not
affect Team USA. After cruising
past Finland with a 5-0 win in
playoffs, the United States was
ready to avenge their 1-2 group
stage loss and a heartbreaking
overtime loss in the 2014 Sochi
games, where they also played
Canada.
The United States took a lead
in the first period with a power
play from Hilary Knight. Canada
came back in the second period
and scored two unanswered
goals to take the lead at 2-1.
Entering the third period, the
United States led shots on goal
26-20 but still lacked a game-tying point. Fortunately, Monique
Lamoureux took advantage of
a failed 2-on-1 and poor line
change from Canada. Lamoureux was able to free herself in
the offensive zone and scored
on Shannon Szabados, tying the
game 2-2. As the game went into
sudden-death overtime, nei-

ther team scored. Canada had a
power play in the last 95 seconds
of OT, but the United States
managed to survive, pushing
the game to a penalty shoot-out.
The United States came from
behind and defeated Canada 3-2
in the shoot-out, thus winning
Team USA’s first gold since 1998
in women’s ice hockey.
Men’s curling was just as
nerve-racking and sensational
as women’s ice hockey. Coming in to the Olympics, John
Shuster’s rink was not supposed
to make it to the playoffs for
men’s curling. Known as “The
Rejects,” Team Shuster lost four
of their nine round robin games,
putting them on the verge of yet
another elimination from the
winter games. They needed to
win against three curling powerhouses to even make it to playoffs. They got the job done. With
narrow odds, the United States
won against Canada, Denmark,
and Switzerland to move on to
the playoffs. Defying odds even
more, the United States beat
Canada a second time. This
comes as a bit of a miracle for
Team USA because Canada has
one of the best curling teams in
the world and has had one of the
best curling programs for a long
time. Surprisingly, a group of
rejects from Duluth, Minnesota,
were the ones to move forward.
In the championship game,
Team Shuster faced off against
Sweden, the world’s current
number one team. The game
went back and forth through the
first seven ends. In End Eight,
Shuster delivered a rare fiveender and piled five more points
to the United States score card.
At that point, the United States
sealed their gold medal. Sweden
managed to get two points in the
ninth end, but it wasn’t enough
for a comeback. This victory in
men’s curling is the first-ever
gold medal for the United States
in the event.
While the United States failed
to top the medal count at this
year’s winter games, Team USA
still delivered some stunning
performances.

